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HOW TO PAIR THE KEYPAD WITH THE OPERATOR CONTROL BOARD 
TIP:  Do this step quickly without pausing Keypad will automatically exit programming 
mode after a few seconds 
- Enter 0000* to enter programming mode  (Expect one long beep) 
- Press 55 # (Expect one short beep) 
       For a double gate press 02 #  
       For a single gate press 01 #    
- Quick press the LEARN button on the lower left of the AG900HD control board 
The control board will beep and the display will show the number of devices paired 
 

EXAMPLE: 
Double: 0000* 55 # 02 # LEARN 
Single: 0000* 55 # 01 # LEARN 

 
ADD A KEYPAD CODE 
TIP:  Do this step quickly without pausing 
- Enter 0000* to enter programming mode (expect one long beep) 
       For a double gate press 02 # 
       For a single gate press 01 #               
- Enter the new 4-digit code followed by the # key  
       (Expect one long beep and one short beep) 
TIP: Up to THREE codes may be added 
 

EXAMPLE:  
Double Gate: 0000* 02 # 1965 # 
Single Gate: 0000* 01 #  1970 # 

 
HOW TO REMOVE ALL CODES 
- Enter 0000* to enter programming mode 
       (Expect one long beep) 
- Press 00# (Expect one long and one short beep) 
 
HOW TO CHANGE THE KEYPAD PROGRAMMING CODE: 
- Enter the current programming code, for example 0000* (expect one long beep) 
- Press 69# (expect one short beep) 
- Key in new 4-digit installer code followed by the # key 
       (Expect one long beep and one short beep) 
 

EXAMPLE: 0000* 69# 4640# 
 
HOW TO RESET THE KEYPAD 
Use the included hex key to remove the screw at the bottom of the keypad. SLIDE the 
hood upward and the keypad downward to separate. With the keypad out of the hood 
and with the alarm sounding, insert a paperclip in the small hole on top for 5 seconds - 
all three leds will light up, indicating the reset has been completed. 
 



TROUBLESHOOTING TIPS 
 
DO NOT hold the LEARN button down when pairing the keypad or it will cause the AG900HD’s 
receiver to perform a factory reset, clearing all currently paired wireless devices. If this happens, 
re-pair all wireless devices by consulting the manuals for your accessories and the AG900HD. 
 
DO NOT pull the keypad and the hood apart while removing the hood. Instead, separate them 
by removing the hex key at the bottom of the keypad and then sliding the hood upward and the 
keypad downward away from each other. If they are pulled apart the fastener for the hex screw 
will break and they will not be able to be reconnected. 
 
MY KEYPAD WILL NOT ENTER PROGRAMMING MODE: Try resetting the keypad by 
following the instructions above. 
 
MY KEYPAD WILL NOT PAIR WITH MY AG900HD: Try resetting the receiver on the 
AG900HD’s control board by holding the LEARN button for 5-10 seconds until the board beeps 
and the display flashes “00”. Then try pairing the keypad using the instructions above. 
 

TIP: 
Resetting the AG900HD’s receiver will unpair the keypad and all other paired remotes. After 

resetting the receiver, you will need to re-pair all other remotes by following the instructions in 
the AG900HD’s manual. 

 
MY KEYPAD DOES NOT LIGHT UP OR BEEP: Try replacing the batteries. The Gatemaster 
Wireless Keypad takes  
 
MY KEYPAD IS EATING BATTERIES: The Gatemaster Wireless Keypad may experience 
unexpected issues in extreme weather conditions. Mounting the keypad inside a weatherproof 
control enclosure can help regulate the keypad’s function in more extreme conditions. 
 
 


